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Achievement has no boundaries

Section one: Introduction 

Context and rationale

Beacon Hill Academy is a small special school (75 places), which caters for pupils aged 2-19 with severe and complex learning difficulties 

but not those with a primary diagnosis of ASD. The needs of pupils within the school has changed significantly and many students can now 

be described as having Profound and Multiple Learning Difficulties. There are an increasing number of pupils applying for places who live 

outside of Thurrock, whose parents are choosing Beacon Hill as it caters predominantly for this cohort. 

The staff team at Beacon Hill are extremely skilled and committed at working with PMLD students and there is a huge level of shared 

expertise.

Pupils with PMLD can be defined as having:-

“Profound and multiple learning difficulties as well as complex learning needs. In addition to very severe learning difficulties, pupils have 

other significant difficulties, such as physical disabilities, sensory impairment or a severe medical condition. Pupils require a high level of 

adult support, both for their learning needs and also for their personal care. They are likely to need sensory stimulation and a curriculum 

broken down into very small steps. Some pupils communicate by gesture, eye pointing or symbols, others by very simple language.” The Salt 

Review 2010.

In designing and shaping the curriculum for pupils at Beacon Hill it is recognised that all of our pupils have unique abilities and ways of 

learning. There is no one set curriculum pathway that will work for all and many of our students will be making linear progress which could 

be intermittent or working to maintain skills. 

We have therefore designed this framework to be completely personalised and focus on the holistic needs of each individual. 

We believe that every part of the pupils’ day should be seen as an opportunity for learning, whilst respecting the importance for breaks and 

rest periods within this. 

We aim to offer each pupil and broad and balanced curriculum that is matched to their individual needs. We believe that our pupils learn 

by supporting and developing their strengths and abilities through engagement with the world around them including social interactions and 

relationships. Our curriculum is delivered in a completely integrated approach. Therapy and both physical and emotional health needs form 

part of learning, and learning takes placed in a wide range of different settings. Everything that happens throughout the pupils’ day is 

important. 

Communication underpins the curriculum for all our students and for most of them their personalised curriculum will be delivered in a very 

sensory based way.
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Achievement has no boundaries

Section one: Introduction 

There are a few pupils at Beacon Hill who can engage in more structured approach to learning and for these small numbers, the principles 

of personalised learning continue to apply but there will be evidence of more formal and some subject based learning seen within their 

individual programmes. With this small cohort there is an emphasis on functional numeracy and literacy and opportunities for transference 

of skills. Independence within school and community is also key to enabling them to succeed. We do not currently have any pupils from 

whom formal literacy or numeracy qualification even at entry 1 would be appropriate.

As a starting point in designing our “Adventures” curriculum, we identified the following shared aims across the whole school.

Aims:

The Curriculum at Beacon Hill Academy: 

• Is personalised and pupil led using their interests

• Provides safe opportunities for pupils to excel with high aspirations for all 

• Provides a range of age appropriate, meaningful and exciting opportunities to develop pupils’ strengths and functional skills from 

early years through to Post 16  and into adult life

• Provides an immersive, holistic, physical, multi-sensory approach to meet all learners’ needs 

• Involves a total communication approach to ensure the highest levels of engagement and achievement  

• Is outward looking giving student’s confidence, making them ready to embrace the world around them 

• Encourages all staff to work closely with other professionals, parents, multi agencies and the local community to ensure learning 

is a continuous process

• Encourages all stakeholders to be as creative as possible in meeting the needs of all current and future learners

• Is fun and exciting! 
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Achievement has no boundaries

Section two: Organisational Structure/Delivery Model  

The design of personalised learning for each pupil starts from the content and needs identified within their Education, Care and Health 

Plan. At Beacon Hill, this process is well supported by families, health and social care providers and includes input from everyone who works 

with and is important to the pupil. The objectives identified from this are used to plot each students “learning journey” and this, alongside 

progress meeting information forms the basis of the school's assessment information process. 

Teachers will produce a plan for each pupil per term which shows the areas of coverage, personalised to each pupil. The individual plans 

form the basis for teachers termly planning.

In planning the content of each day, there will be different approaches in each department of the school, but all teachers will ensure that 

the individual curriculum offer to each learner is broad and balanced. Where areas of the school follow topics, topic-based curriculum 

plans, and other resources will be used to identify individual content and contexts.

The delivery of teaching will include either Skills Based or Process Based Learning or a mixture of both. The offer will have high ambitions 

for each pupil.

Skills based learning is where there is much repetition and practice and once acquired, we would be looking for transference to other 

relevant situations. For our pupils this could cover skills such as eating or drinking, stimuli responses, tracking, contingency response and 

awareness. Process based learning will be a more holistic approach where the process of the teaching becomes the objective such as 

Intensive Interaction.

We recognise that with our cohort of pupils it is not always possible to remain within the boundaries of SMART targets and we follow the 

Engagement Model to support the needs of this group:-

Student led, Creative, Relevant, Unspecified, Fun, For Youngsters (Scruffy targets – courtesy of Penny Lacey)

There is an acknowledgement that for some of our pupils there will be a level of expected learning and others will be focusing on 

maintaining skills. 

Learning for most of our pupils will also be linked to the Engagement model developed from the Rochford Review.

All staff, including those who are provided to support additional complex medical needs will understand the thinking behind the holistic 

curriculum and meeting medical needs will form part of the students learning.

The delivery style will vary as the pupils go through the different areas of the school
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Achievement has no boundaries

Section three: EYFS

Beacon Hill has an assessment nursery offering part time, full time and split placement places for children from the age of 2 ½.

Stay and play sessions are initially offered, where parents are invited to join their child for their first few sessions whilst we get to know 

them.

New children are offered 2-3 sessions. These can be morning/afternoon sessions or a combination of both. The number of sessions will vary 

depending on individual need and will increase as they become more settled and confident. 

The early years curriculum is immersive, play based and individualised for each child. Learning is fun and messy! 

The roots of our curriculum through which each individual child grows are shown in the diagram on the next page.

Each child then has their own curriculum map with varied content and targets set against our five colour coded areas of learning:-

Physical – On the Move

Me – Inside and out

Creative and sensory

My  Voice – communication and Interaction

My World

The content of these areas provides pupils with a holistic curriculum and allows us to focus on what is most important for each pupil. We 

provide meaningful experiences through topic-based activities, the topics are linked to the children’s interests. Our learning takes place in 

a range of environments both inside and outside the classroom.

We work closely with multi-disciplinary  teams to ensure an integrated approach embedding all therapy programmes into the child’s day.

We work towards personalised targets that are important to the child and their families. We develop confidence and encourage 

independence. 

Weekly focused activity plans show how the content is linked into the curriculum areas and which skills each pupil is working on.
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Section three: EYFS Curriculum roots
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Section three: EYFS curriculum areas of learning
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Achievement has no boundaries

Section three: EYFS curriculum areas

Physical, on the move

What does physical look like? What are we learning?

• Sensory motor functions

• Using senses: Offactory (smells)

• Visual –eyes) 

• Tactile (touch/exploration)

• Auditory (sounds)

• Visual tracking/hand eye co-ordination

• Holding my head up

• Tracking –eyes/head/locating 

• Moving head and body in response

• Moving to get a repeated response

• Isolating body parts – moving them

• Laying on tummy/propping

• Rolling

• Reach, touch and hold objects

• Bringing to and exploring things in my mouth

• Sit with support in different contexts (varying levels of support)

• Sit independently 

• Using tools 

• Using hands whilst maintaining sitting position

• Kneeling, High kneeling, accessing activities in this position.

• Side sitting accessing toys/activities

• Four-point kneeling – varying levels of support

• Sit to stand from the floor/equipment

• Walking in high kneeling

• Back pushing/ bridging 

• Standing at equipment  - accessing toys/activities

• Side stepping – holding onto a bar/equipment 

• Use of parallel   bars- with varied support

• Standing - turning moving direction 

• Negotiating   obstacles  Walking/self propelled chair

• Stepping up and down

• Stairs – varying support. 

• Balancing /climbing 

• Fine motor 

• Grasp and release

• Banging two objects together in the midline 

• Holding a toy in one hand / transfer  hands /two hands 

• Using a range of different tools. 

• Isolating fingers 

• Sweeping with one/two hands /different directions /open palm  and to 

find a toy/object
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Section three: EYFS curriculum learning areas
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Me, inside & out

What does ‘Me inside and out’ look like? What are we learning?

Emotions

• Showing they are happy/sad/uncomfortable through different means

• Showing other emotions through a variety of means

• Respond with pleasure to people, experiences, activities

• Shows/responds that a pleasurable experience has stopped.

• Shows likes and dislikes

• Preserve at an activity if they cannot do it

• Keep trying

Relationships adults/peers

• Seek attention and respond to attention

• Responds to company of others

• Awareness of others

• Can be comforted by others

• Building relationships with new people in a new environment

• Play with other people (different from main carer)

• Playing alongside others

• Share an activity with another peer

• Joining with others play

• Play in a group

• Initiate play with adults/peers

• Taking turns – support/independent

• Negotiate in play

Confidence

• Being with new people/separating from carer

• Play with new toys/join in with different activities

• Play with new people

• Explore independently

• Go to different places in school/community with adult

• Carry out a job/task independently

• Go to different places independently

• Ask for help

• Body awareness: body parts (looking at and exploring)

• Awareness of both sides (left/right)

• Awareness of whole self in relation to different environment

• Gender – boy/Girl

• Self-care tasks- washing, brushing hair/teeth,

• Dressing/undressing skills

• Toileting

• Feeding skills

• Self-feeding skills

The children arrive in Early Years with different levels of social experiences and skills. Most children start at just 2 ½ years old but present 

with a much lower developmental age, and in the area of social and emotional development this can be more profound. Some of our 

children have never been away from parents or even experienced social situations with other children. When they come into Nursery, they 
have to build trusting relationships with unfamiliar adults in a completely new environment..

As a starting point they have to go through those early stages of developing an awareness of themselves before they can begin to develop 

relationships with their others.
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Section three: EYFS curriculum areas

Communication and Language ‘My Voice’

What does ‘Communication’ look like? What are we learning?

Receptive

• Attends to human voice

• Attends to human face

• Accepts physical contact

• Responds to pleasurable stimulus from another person

• Shows awareness that a pleasurable experience has stopped

• Enjoyment of action songs/games/stories with  a repetitive 

element

• Anticipation of actions within familiar repetitive games

• Distinguishes between movements and pauses of an activity

• Responds  to familiar movements of routine activities

• Recognises a few object cues used in familiar routines 

• Responds to a few frequently and routinely used touch cues 

• Responds to adults attempt to direct attention

Expressive

• Has different cries, vocalisations or movements for specific 

discomforts 

• Smiles, vocalises or otherwise indicates recognition of a familiar 

person/object

• Indicates enjoyment of an interactive sequence 

• Indicates the wish to end an activity 

• Indicate the wish to continue an activity 

• Has behaviours which gain and maintain and adults' attention

• Performs actions during pauses in ongoing interactions with an 

adult 

• Engages in repetitive turn-taking activity with an adult 

• Attends when an adult makes a sound from the childs repertoire

• Imitates when an adult makes a sound

• Naming and exploring different body parts

My Voice

• Show an awareness 

• Watching/experiencing an adult point to things

• Begin to understand cues linked to words and actions (range of AAC)

• Respond to/recognise object/touch cues used in familiar routines 

• Begin to understand words (that are important to me)  linked to actions 

• Recognise  symbols in familiar contexts 

• Focus/shift attention 

• Listen to stories/act out stories?

• Selecting familiar objects by name

• Follow simple instructions 

• Understand use of objects 

• Sounds/symbols in play? 

• Use sign/symbols – 2 together 

• Look/point at things that I want

• Take an adult to what I want 

• Notice my voice has a consequence? Purposeful messages without words 

to convey meanings (intentional 

• Indicates a wish to continue an activity 

• AAC – indicate more/stop/finish 

• Choice making 

• Intensive interaction

• Peer interactions 
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Section three: EYFS curriculum areas

My World

What does ‘My World’ look like? What are we learning?

• Who am I – What’s my name, how old am I? What do I look like?

• What things do I like/Dislike? 

• My family- who s in my family , photos of family and special people. 

• School community – who helps me, who plays with me

• Friends

• Local community – local area, local people, habilitation, road safety, maps 

• Real life events , things that happen in their lives and in the wider world.

• Personnel celebrations , birthdays, 

• Different languages and cultures

• Repeat greetings at the start and end of sessions – becoming familiar with routines  

• Pets 

• Share things from home – show and tell, favorite  toy , books and stories 

• Likes and dislikes

• Role play /jobs/ acting out different jobs , washing dolls , care bags  

• People who help us 

• Places and environments

• Visiting local places such as shops , park , library ,

• Routines/school/brushing teeth

• Games individually and with peers , turn taking 

• Making relationships – with peers and adults

• Exploring natural materials – use of windmills, bubbles, streamers,

• Exploring space and surroundings – investigating toys and materials. 

• Small world play – acting out stories or experiences  

• Number recognition – see what does ‘maths look like’ document

• How old am I? How many candles on your birthday cake?

• Numbers in the environment – door number, bus numbers etc..

• Counting actions and things they are doing – i.e., going up steps, jumping

• Looking for shapes and patterns/changing shapes and patterns
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Section three: EYFS curriculum areas

Creative

Sensory

• Visual (lights)

• Awareness of light (bright/dull)

• Responds to lights/changes in light

• Track lights (midline/left to right/right to left)

• Use vision to seek out objects

• Use vision to locate objects

• Focus on objects in centre of visual field

• Shift visual attention between two objects

• Focus on human face

• Visually begin to explore surroundings 

• Reacts to visual stimulus

• Tracks a moving object

• Visually search for an object when taken out of visual field

• Looks for object when out of view and sound cue is used.

• Visually explore objects when brought close to face

Sound (other than talking/voice)

• Show response to a sound

• Aware that a sound changes

• Track sounds

• Responds differently to different sounds

• Creates sounds using parts of the body

• Creates sounds using instruments/toys etc..

• Responds to familiar sound (song/rhyme/piece of music

Tactile

• Recognise object cues used in familiar creative activities

• Tolerates different textures

• Tolerate different textures on different body parts

• Explores different textures independently

• Reacts to tactile stimulation by general body movements.

• Moves hands, feet or body over textured surfaces.

• Explore using different parts of the hand

• Mark making in different materials

• Movement (dance) 

• Indicates enjoyment on an interactive sequence

• Engages in repetitive turn taking

• Moves in response to sounds/music

• Moves in  different ways to different music

• Moving at different speeds

• Move body parts to activate sounds

What does ‘Creativity’ look like? What are we learning?
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Section three: EYFS individual map

- Mirrors – awareness of self and facial 

expressions.

- Body awareness activities like massage

- Care Bags – self care skills

- Children are actively involved in their 

own care tasks

- Children are given opportunities to 

make choices and have control over 

what’s happening.

- Developing independence

- Building confidence

- Habilitation including safety in the 

community

- Relationships

- Transitions

- Self help skills

- Mainstream links

- Differences with each other and 

families 

- i.e.. cultures, same sex families, 

Traveller families 

- Exploring differences like skin colour, 

hair colour, 

- Physical skills embedded in all 

activities/play.

- Movement has a purpose/function

- Motivation to move

- Songs to aid recognition of repeated 

movements.

- Repetition of movements

- Bikes, trikes and outdoor equipment

- Assault courses

- Physiotherapy programmes

- Body awareness

- Hydrotherapy/swimming

- Rebound

- Horse riding/mechanical horse

- Finger gym

- Sensory stories

- Art through messy play, 

exploration of malleable 

materials

- Mark making in materials

- Dance/ movement to music

- Different types of music

- Music sessions and therapy 

sessions

- Exploring instruments and 

objects to make sounds in play

- Reflexology (individual)

- Massage stories

- Play

- Intensive interaction

- Songs and rhymes

- Signing and using symbols

- ICT

- Stories with props, puppets and real 

life objects.

- Sharing books at school and home.

- Massage stories

- Mark making activities

- AAC (total communication approaches)

- Lis ‘n tell

- Community and mainstream links

- Speech programmes and partnership 

with community therapist

- Naming body parts

- Link to cognition and learning in EHCPs

- Problem solving through play

- Forest schools

- Cooking  and food exploration

- Celebrating different cultures through 

festivals, music and exploration.

- Maths (see what maths looks like at 

BH)

- Ourselves and families

- Our environment – exploring the 

community on trips, habilitation and 

visits to local places

- ICT – using equipment including 

switches, toys  and equipment as part 

of everyday activities.

- Maths – making number relevant 

The 
how?

On the 
move!

Creative 
& 

sensory 

My World

My voice

Me –
inside 

and out 
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Achievement has no boundaries

Section three: EYFS

Weekly Theme: Story/Song

Focused activities

C….. 
- Explore playdough 

independently 

- Copy action 

A……..
- Look out activity 

- Copy action 

B………
- Respond to water 

exploration 

- Look towards 

colour

- Experience colour 

names/smells

- Experience 

malleable 

materials 

A………
- Remain focus at 

water activity 

F…….
- Using symbols to 

match colours 

Play activities all week Repeated activities

Colour hunt – move to find 

different colours

Find colours in the 

environment

Choose colours using 

symbols
Explore colour

materials

Favourite colour
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Achievement has no boundaries

Section three: EYFS

Topic Cycle 

Autumn Spring Summer

19/20 Colour and light Stories from around the world Olympics

20/21 Celebrations Favourite Characters Travel/Journeys

21/22 Opposites and Changes Family and friends Water

22/23 Transport Holidays Hobbies and Sports

23/24 Animals Food/healthy eating Weather and Seasons

24/25 Islands Minibeasts and Habitats Festivals 
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Section three: EYFS Autumn

Transport

20

Physical

• Experiencing movement – up/down, left 

right, fast and slow

• Moving in different vehicles and in 

different ways.

• Getting in and out of equipment

• Holding onto steering wheels/handlebars.

• Pressing horns/ringing bells

• Grasp and release – holding car and letting 

go down ramp

• Sitting in different seats

• Pushing vehicles –making movements

All children will also work on individual 

physical targets through play activities.

Communication and Language

• Vocab/signs and symbols linked to each 

week’s theme

• Joining in with songs/stories – using 

voices, big macs, communication aids.

• Skiing – hot/cold

• Safari - Animal sounds, animal names

• Camping – sounds in the woods, animal 

sounds at night

• Sending postcards – symbols/mark making

• Listening to other languages/words for 

hello, goodbye etc..

All children will also work on individual 

communication targets through play 

activities.

Me – inside and out

• How I travel to school, Have I been on a plane, train, 

boat etc. (family experiences)

• Where do you travel/go with your family?

• How I move around (wheelchair/walker)

• Experience different/new methods of transport – did 

you like it?

• Going to places with my friends (sharing experiences)

• Sharing equipment that moves -cars/bikes/scooters 

in the playground

• Pushing cars to a friend – taking turns

My world

• Counting vehicles, counting wheels, how many 

people get on and off

• Parking numbered vehicles – outside equip and 

small world

• Transport songs with numbers

• Matching and sorting coloured vehicles or same 

type of vehicle.

• Big and small vehicles

• Match sound to the vehicle

• Using shapes to make vehicles.

• Junk modelling

• Small world play using vehicles

• Remote control vehicles, switch-controlled 

vehicles

• Different types of transport and what they do

• Visiting places to see transport – airport, bus 

station.

• Road safety – Habilitation sessions

• Going on different transport

Creative and sensory

• Making marks with different 

transport vehicles- big and small.

• Making tracks and following tracks.

• Acting out going on a journey, 

getting petrol, buying tickets

• Sensory tracks – going over different 

materials in wheelchairs (what does 

it feel like?)

• Going through tunnels – dark to light
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Section three: EYFS Spring

Holidays

21

Physical

• Grasp and release – putting things in and 

out of cases.

• Making movements to explore – finding 

animals, exploring materials, making 

marks

• Dressing and undressing – dressing up

• Using tools – cooking,

• Looking and exploring in different 

positions i.e., looking up at clouds/trees 

if laying on floor or looking down in the 

grass looking for bugs

• Moving like animals

• Movement to music

All children will also work on individual 

physical targets through play activities.

Communication and Language
• Vocab/signs and symbols linked to each 

week’s theme

• Joining in with songs/stories – using 

voices, big macs, communication aids.

• Skiing – hot/cold

• Safari - Animal sounds, animal names

• Camping – sounds in the woods, animal 

sounds at night

• Sending postcards – symbols/mark making

• Listening to other languages/words for 

hello, goodbye etc..

All children will also work on individual 

communication targets through play 
activities.

Me – Inside & Out

• Links to last terms topics – Where have 

you been on holiday?

• Share pictures of family holidays

• Trying out new things – what did I like? 

What did I not enjoy?

• Sharing equipment with friends

• Who’s who on the bus/plane/boat

• Likes and dislikes for different foods.

All children will also work on individual 

personal and social targets through play 

activities

My World
• Different types of holidays – camping, beach, 

caravan, skiing etc.

• Camping – putting a tent up, lay in a sleeping bag, 

campfire songs, cooking on fire.

• Skiing – Explore snow and ice, making hot choc, 

skiing sensory story.

• Safari – animals, clothes for hot countries

• Different temperatures/different clothes for hot 

and cold

• Try out different activities you do on holidays i.e., 

build sandcastles, play sports etc..

• Foods from different countries

• MFL Week

• Fun Fair games and activities – hook a duck, knock 

over tower

Creative and sensory
• Packing cases, going on a plane etc.

• Trying on clothes

• Hot and cold water/ice

• Cooking – BBQ, campfire, smoothies, 

ice cream

• Smells – sunscreen, campfire, hot 

choc

• Animal prints/patterns

• Animal sounds

• Music/food from other countries

• Role play – going on different 

holidays
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Section three: EYFS Summer

Sports/Hobbies
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My World

• Scores/points/counting

• 1st/2nd and 3rd places

• Watch sport – visit a venue (Averly 

football club)

• Bowling trip

• Different types of sports – water sports, 

team games, individual sports

• Different teams from around the world-

listen to different national anthems.

• Different hobbies – fishing, reading (visit 

the library)

• Cooking, Singing/music -visitors

Me inside & out

• What do I like to do?

• What do I do at home?

• Try out new activities/hobbies – what 

did I enjoy, what did I not like doing?

• Competing against each other

• Cheering on your peers

• Team games, working together –

knowing who is in your team.

• Taking turns – relay games

• Winning games/races

• Achieving (medal/certificates)

Physical

• Movements linked to different 

sports/hobbies e.g. moving foot to kick 

a ball.

• Grasp and release – letting go of ball 

down ramp (bowling)

• Holding different size balls

• Throwing equipment

• Rolling balls

• Isolating different parts of the body

My Voice – communication and interaction

• Vocab/signs and symbols linked to each 

week’s theme

• Joining in with songs/stories – using voices, 

big macs, communication aids. 'Ready 

steady go'

• Sports bingo with real objects ,sounds and 

symbols

• Sounds linked to sports/events (cheering)

Creative & Sensory
• Design own kits

• Team colours

• Trying on different types of 

clothes link to different sports

• Small world play

• Sports sensory bins – world cup

• Sports TACPAC

• Sports sensory story

• Football songs
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Section four: 
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Achievement has no boundaries

Section four: Primary 

Children usually move into the Primary team either in Reception of Year 1, depending on what is appropriate to their needs. Most of the 
learning is class based and the primary classes are roughly grouped into similar learning needs.

The primary children follow a topic based curriculum and each pupil has an individual learning adventure plan each term, broken down 
against the 5 primary curriculum learning areas which are:-

Communication and Interaction

Wellbeing and Independence (including RSE)

Physical

Creative and Sensory

Exploring and understanding the world

Content is planned for each pupils adventure using and expanding on the ideas in the topic plans, making sure that it is personalised and 
relevant to each individual student.
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My 
adventure 

plan

Physical

Creative & 
sensory 

Exploring & 
understanding 

the world

Communication 
& Interaction 

Wellbeing and 
independence 

RSE

- PE

- Physiotherapy programmes

- Body awareness

- Hydrotherapy/swimming

- Rebound

- Horse riding

- Movement therapy

- Brain gym 

- Finger gym

- Yoga

- RSE

- Body Awareness

- Public & Private Places

- Friendships

- Emotions 

- Keeping Safe 

- Habilitation including safety in the community

- Transitions

- Self help skills

- Mainstream links

- Residential trips

- British values

- Extra curricular clubs

- Animal therapy

- Link to cognition and learning in EHCPs

- Problem solving  

- Forest school

- Cooking  and food exploration

- RE including celebrations in different cultures

- Maths (see what maths looks like at BH)

- Ourselves and families

- Our environment

- Science through messy play

- History and geography through thematical 
approach

- TACPAC

- Sensory stories

- Art 

- Dance 

- Music

- Animal therapy

- Sensology

- Music therapy

- Reflexology

- Play

- ICT

- Reading

- Mark making and writing

- Talking mats

- Lis ‘n tell

- Mindmaps

- Wordmaps

- Community and mainstream links

- Intensive interaction

- AAC (total communication approaches)

- Speech therapy

Section four: Primary 

Curriculum adventure plan content 
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Achievement has no boundaries

Physical

To continue to 
strengthen her lower 

body through a  variety 
of activities. 

Creative & sensory 

Exploring & 
understanding the world

To experience numbers 
in her environment and 
develop knowledge of 

number to 10. 

Communication & 
Interaction

To develop her 
understanding and use 
of ‘yes’ and ‘no’ rather 

than repeating

To  expand her 
vocabulary and 

conversational skills  
through modelling by 

adults. .  

Wellbeing and 
independence 

RSE

To continue to develop 
her vocabulary around 

feelings 

- Student will access time on the mat to allow her 

child led physical play. 

- She has daily exercises from her PT plan such as 

bench sitting, stretching and high kneeling. She 

will use her gaiters daily.

- Student will access weekly swimming sessions 

(please see separate plan for this)

- The class will be reading “My Many 

Coloured Days.”. From this, Student will 

experience a range of emotion vocabulary. 

- Student will be given access to mirrors to 

practice different facial expressions linked 

to Student happy and sad feelings.

- Student will take part in body awareness 

sessions and naming her body parts. 

- Student will be given access to different 

counting activities linked to different colours. 

Her light box will be used to motivate her 

during these times. 

- She will have regular habilitation sessions 

where she will experiencing numbers in the 

environment 

- Student will have access to matching activities 

involving objects of different colours. 

- Student will have regular VI sessions in the 

dark studio.

- Student will use the light box regularly. 

- Art activities and messy play linked to the 

theme such as mixing colours and play with 

coloured rice. 

- Student will access weekly class music 

sessions. 

- Student will be supported to complete 

sentences started by an adult. 

- Adults will consistently support Student to 

use different words in everyday 

conversations. She will be given simple 

comprehensive questions to respond to. 

- She will be encouraged to use appropriate 

language in routine activities such as snack 

time. 

Section four: Primary – example Adventure plan 

Year A, Autumn Term

Topic: Colour & Light 
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Achievement has no boundaries

Six-year overview

Autumn Spring Summer

Year A

2019/2020
Colour and light Stories from around the world

Olympics

Year B

2020/2021 Celebrations
Favourite characters

UK

Year C

2021/2022 Opposites and changes Our community Water

Year D

2022/2023
Transport Holidays Sports and hobbies

Year E

2023/2024
Animals Food (healthy eating) Weather and Seasons

Year F

2024/2025 Festivals Minibeasts and their habitats Islands

27
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Achievement has no boundaries

Physical

• Dance

• Mobility programmes

• Physio programmes

• Body awareness

• Reflexology
• Self-care

• Dressing up

• Rebound

• Ponies

• Horse riding

• Fine motor skills activities

• Gross motor skill activities

• Finger gym

• Swimming

• PE

• Use of physiotherapy 

equipment

• Soft play

• Yoga 

• Dressing up

• Parachute games 

• Swimming

• Hydro

• Swings

• Bikes and tricks

• Trampoline sessions

• Stetch and Soothe

Wellbeing and 

Independence

- RSE

- Body Awareness

- Public & Private Places

- Emotions 

- Keeping Safe 

• Personal stories

• Environments
• Links to independence

• Habilitation in and out of 

school

• Looking good

• Circle time

• Assemblies

• Reflexology
• Self-help skills including 

personal care

• Independence at 

mealtimes (use of eating 

profiles)

• Understanding medical 

needs through stories.

• Therapies
• Mainstream links

• Teaching about positive 

relationships

• What do we mean by 

family.
• What are relationships.

• Respect and respectful 

relationships

• People who care for us

• Caring friendships

• Online relationships

• Zoom assemblies

• Music linked to 

emotions
• Symbols for feelings.

Exploring & understanding the 

world

• Exploring new 

environments

• Independence skills in the 

community

• Maths sessions

• Forest schools

• Cooking

• Cause and effect activities

• Play

• Beach schools

• Matching and sorting 

activities

• Large and small play.

• Numeracy sessions linked 

to theme

• Cause and effect activities 

• IXL programme

• Celebrating festivals 

throughout the year. 

• Sensory tray

• Sensory tunnels

• Sensory bridges

• Sensory trails.. Linked to 

numbers or letters or 

topic, with objects, 

symbols or photos. 

• Community events

• Community trips. 

Creative & Sensory

• Dressing up

• Hygiene

• Likes/dislikes

• Cooking

• Sensory passports

• Peer massage

• Messy play

• TACPAC

• Sensology workouts

• Soundbeam

• Art and craft activities 

• Soundboard

• Trailblazers

• VI sessions

• Hi sessions

• Sensory diets

• Music sessions

• Music therapy 

• Soundboard

• Dance Massage

Communication & Interaction 

• TACPAC
• Call and response massage

• Soundboards

• Large and small doll play

• Matching pictures

• Sensory story

• Non-fiction texts

• Sound stories

• Vocal and movement work

• Social stories

• Lis ‘n tell

• Intensive interaction

• See and learn

• Attention autism

• See and learn

• Bagbooks
• Reading schemes

• Snack and lunch time

• Core boards

• Personal care

• Social stories

• IXL program

• Circle time

• Book bags

• Social stories

• Story sacks

• Tonie and Yoto story telling 

machines.

• Once upon a touch stories

Generic theme ideas

Section four: Primary 
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Achievement has no boundaries

Physical

• Dancing 

• Mobility programmes

• Body awareness

• Reflexology

• Self care using fine motor 

skills

• Dressing up

• Fine motor skills activities

• Gross motor skill activities

• Finger gym

• Swimming

• PE

• Use of physiotherapy 

equipment

• Journeys

• Action songs

• Transitions around the 

school emphasised

• Transport roleplay

• Moving on and off transport

• Racing in  toy cars Trikes 

scooters etc..…. 

• Transport massage 

Wellbeing and 

Independence

• Personal stories 

• Environments

• Links to independence

• Habilitation in and out 

of school

• Looking good

• Circle time

• Assemblies

• Reflexology

• Self help skills including 

personal care

• Understanding medical 

needs through stories.

• Therapies

• Mainstream links 

• Using different 

transport

• Travel passports-how 

we move around

• Links to own 

experiences-transport 

I’ve been on

• Choosing a friend to 

build a model with.

• Celebration assembly –

Come as your chosen 

transport item

• Keeping safe in the 

community 

• Travelling in a safe way 

Exploring & understanding the 

world

• Exploring new 

environments

• Independence skills in the 

community

• Numeracy sessions

• Forest schools

• Cooking

• Cause and effect activities

• Play

• Small world play

• A different transport 

theme for each week

• Trips on trains, boat to 

Greenwich, local buses, 

Royal Docklands, Watt 

Tyler Park, Ducksford  

Rochester Docklands, Colne 

Valley (Thomas the Tank 

Engine), Southend pier, 

transport museum

• The holiday inn in 

Southend to watch the 

planes. 

• Dames hall café to watch 

planes

• Outside play on cars, trikes 

and scooters etc..….

• Using  transport in the 

local . 

Creative & Sensory

• Dressing up

• Hygiene

• Likes/dislikes

• Cooking

• Sensory passports

• Peer massage

• Messy play

• TACPAC

• Sensology workouts

• Soundbeam

• Art

• Soundboard

• Trailblazers

• MFL week

• Sensory plane/boat etc..

• Painting with small world 

vehicle tyres

• Junk modelling

• Sound effects of transport

• Transport songs

• Cardboard box crafts…. 

Make a boat bus etc..……. 

• Car wash with Toy cars 

• Junk Modelling

Communication & Interaction 

• TACPAC transport theme

• Call and response massage 

• Soundboards 

• Large and small doll play

• Matching pictures 

• Sensory story

• Non fiction texts

• Sound stories

• Vocal and movement work

• Social stories

• Lis ‘n tell

• Intensive interaction

• Attention autism

• See and learn

• Bagbooks

• Stories-As I got travelling by, 

Polar Express, Gruffalo

• OOR used for moving around 

the school

• Play with cars Garages 

• Making a race track

• Use of core board stop and 

go 

• Naughty Bus 

• The 100 decker bus

• The runaway train 

• Lost and Found

• Choo Choo Clickity Clack

Transport - theme ideas Year D 

Autumn Term 2022

Section four: Primary 
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Achievement has no boundaries

Physical

• Dancing 

• Mobility programmes

• Body awareness

• Reflexology

• Self care using fine motor 

skills

• Dressing up

• Rebound

• Fine motor skills activities

• Gross motor skill activities

• Finger gym

• Swimming

• PE

• Use of physiotherapy 

equipment

• Put up a tent and enjoy 

camping. 

Wellbeing and 

Independence

• Personal holiday boxes

• Days out

• Suitcase pocking

• Sorting clothes

• How do you feel after a 

holiday, ask parents 

and carers to send in 

info and photos.   Who  

did you go with. Ask 

about days out and 

family traditions. 

• Did you make new 

friendships on holiday. 

• Explore religious 

festivals that take place 

in the summer.

• Keeping safe in water 

• Keeping safe in the sun

• Choose your sensory 

support animal 

• Safe travel 

• Safety in a new 

environment

• Appropriate 

clothing/swimwear/ 

changing

Exploring & understanding the 

world

• Holiday destinations

• Info from home

• Holiday gifts

• Hot/cold

• Making landmarks

• Food from Countries 

• Making plane ticket 

• Camping, beach (outside)

• Role play 

MFL week:

• Sensory tray or corner 

depicting a destination.

• Role play trips to….

• Making tickets

• Making a passport

• Make and taste food from 

different holiday 

destinations. 

Creative & Sensory

• Sensory trays 

• Music from different 

Countries

• Culture 

• Collages 

• Native Art  e.g.. 

Australian aboriginal art. 

• Art work linked to the 

beach. e.g.. paper plate 

beach 

• Art linked to water.

• Dressing up

Communication & Interaction 

• TACPAC

• Call and response massage 

• Soundboards 

• Large and small doll play

• Matching pictures 

• Sensory story

• Non fiction texts

• Sound stories

• Vocal and movement work

• Social stories

• Lis ‘n tell

• Intensive interaction

• Attention autism

• See and learn

• Bagbooks

• Stories 

• Busy holidays

• What the ladybird heard

• Barnaby bear

• Penguin on vacation

• Up

• Magic carpet 

• Postcards 

• The David's Crayons Quit

• You can’t take an elephant 

on holiday 

Holidays – theme ideas Year D 

Spring Term 2023

Section four: Primary 
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Achievement has no boundaries

Physical

• Dancing 

• Mobility programmes

• Body awareness

• Reflexology

• Self care using fine motor 

skills

• Dressing up

• Rebound

• Ponies

• Horse riding

• Fine motor skills activities

• Gross motor skill activities

• Finger gym

• Swimming

• PE

• Use of physiotherapy 

equipment

• Team sports (Paralympics) 

• Special Olympics 

• Sports week 

• Sports day 

Wellbeing and 

Independence

• Personal stories 

• Environments

• Links to independence

• Habilitation in and out 

of school

• Looking good

• Circle time

• Assemblies

• Reflexology

• Self help skills including 

personal care

• Understanding medical 

needs through stories.

• Therapies

• Mainstream links 

• Olympics (Paris)

• Football tournaments 

• My hobbies at home 

• Passport for activity 

• Appropriate 

clothing/changing

• Sports and hobbies 

outside school

• Safe internet use e.g. 

TikTok, dance

Exploring & understanding the 

world

• Exploring new 

environments

• Independence skills in the 

community

• Numeracy sessions

• Forest schools

• Cooking

• Cause and effect activities

• Play

Hobbies

• Cooking 

• Stories 

• Painting 

• Dance

• Music 

• Cinema 

• Ice skating 

• Bowling 

• Sunshine centre 

• Swimming 

• Little Havens Hospice 

• Dressing up 

(skiing/football)

Creative & Sensory

• Dressing up

• Hygiene

• Likes/dislikes

• Cooking

• Sensory passports

• Peer massage

• Messy play

• TACPAC

• Sensology workouts

• Soundbeam

• Art

• Soundboard

• Trailblazers

• Exploring equipment 

(trays)

• Making games (ball, 

shaker)

Communication & Interaction 

• TACPAC

• Call and response massage 

• Soundboards 

• Large and small doll play

• Matching pictures 

• Sensory story

• Non fiction texts

• Sound stories

• Vocal and movement work

• Social stories

• Lis ‘n tell

• Intensive interaction

• Attention autism

• See and learn

• Bagbooks

• Likes/don’t like 

Stories

• Good sports 

• The highest number in the 

world

• National velvet 

• Eddy the Eagle

• Elephant Olympics

• Mud flat Olympics 

Sports & Hobbies – theme ideas Year D

Summer Term 2023

Section four: Primary 
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Achievement has no boundaries

Physical

• Dancing 

• Mobility programmes

• Body awareness

• Reflexology

• Self care using fine motor 

skills

• Dressing up

• Rebound

• Fine motor skills activities

• Gross motor skill activities

• Finger gym

• Swimming

• PE

• Use of physiotherapy 

equipment

• Dance/walk like animals 

• Touching animals 

• Walking animals 

• Obstacle course 

• Go for a walk in the local 

woods What animals do you 

see?

• Go for a walk in the local 

park What animals do you 

see?

Wellbeing and 

Independence

• Care for animals and 

pets 

• Stuffed animals –

favourites 

• Bring your pet to school 

day 

• Charity fundraising for 

money 

• Guide dogs

• Dog show

• My pets

• Visit to a zoo

• Paradise wildlife park.

• Zoo to visit 

• Being kind and 

respectful to our pets. 

• Helping to look after 

them. 

• Plan a celebrate your 

pet day.

• Do something to raise 

money for a local pet 

charity.

• Labelling animal body 

parts

• Baby animals

• Your pets/relationship

Exploring & understanding the 

world

• Small world play 

Visits 

• Farm animals 

• Zoo

• Animal workshop 

• Animals and their young 

• Sealife centre 

• Animal masks & role play 

Late Autumn 

• Hindu Festival for other species 

• Kukur Tihar

• Life cycles of animals

• Animal homes/habitats 

• What do animals eat.

• Learn about an animal each 

week.

• Match animal sounds and 

pictures.

• Match baby animals to parents.

• Explore animals that live in 

different countries. 

• Find out about dinosaurs. 

Creative & Sensory

• Animals prints and 

patterns 

• Making animals using 

different materials 

• Animal junk modelling

• Animal clay models.

• Paper plate artwork. 

• Animal masks 

Music

• Carnival of animals 

• Animal sounds

• Songs about animals 

• Mobile Petting zoo

Communication & Interaction 

• TACPAC

• Call and response massage 

• Soundboards 

• Large and small doll play

• Matching pictures 

• Sensory story

• Non fiction texts

• Sound stories

• Vocal and movement work

• Social stories

• Lis ‘n tell

• Intensive interaction

• Attention autism

• See and learn

• Bagbooks

Stories

• Dear Zoo

• Rumble in the jungle 

• Animal boogie 

• Jungle book 

• We’re going on a bear hunt 

• Hovis the hedgehog 

Animals - theme ideas Year E  

Autumn Term 2023

Section four: Primary 
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Achievement has no boundaries

Physical

• Dancing 

• Mobility programmes

• Body awareness

• Reflexology

• Self care using fine motor 

skills

• Dressing up

• Rebound

• Ponies

• Horse riding

• Fine motor skills activities

• Gross motor skill activities

• Finger gym

• Swimming

• PE

• Use of physiotherapy 

equipment

• Keeping healthy 

Wellbeing and 

Independence

• Personal stories 

• Environments

• Links to independence

• Habilitation in and out 

of school

• Looking good

• Circle time

• Assemblies

• Reflexology

• Self help skills including 

personal care

• Understanding medical 

needs through stories.

• Therapies

• Mainstream links 

• Local shops 

• Grow your own 

• Shopping

• Healthy not healthy 

• Stories for tube fed 

children 

• Cooking skills 

• Body awareness 

• Body labelling

• Eating with friends 

• Social gatherings 

Exploring & understanding the 

world

• Exploring new 

environments

• Independence skills in the 

community

• Numeracy sessions

• Forest schools

• Cooking

• Cause and effect activities

• Play

• Farm to fork (Tesco)

• Potato heads (real 

potatoes)

• Pizza

• Visiting allotment 

• Shopping corner – role play

• Food for animals  (bird 

feeders)

• Invite chef in (MasterChef)

Creative & Sensory

• Dressing up

• Hygiene

• Likes/dislikes

• Cooking

• Sensory passports

• Peer massage

• Messy play

• TACPAC

• Sensology workouts

• Soundbeam

• Art

• Soundboard

• Trailblazers

• Explanation of texture & 

• TACPAC

• Fruit printing 

• Sensory trays 

Communication & Interaction 

• TACPAC

• Call and response massage 

• Soundboards 

• Large and small doll play

• Matching pictures 

• Sensory story

• Non fiction texts

• Sound stories

• Vocal and movement work

• Social stories

• Lis ‘n tell

• Intensive interaction

• Attention autism

• See and learn

• Bagbooks

• Green eggs and ham

• I do/don’t like 

• Hungry caterpillar 

• Teddy bears’ picnic 

• Shopping lists 

• My tubey (for tube fed 

children)

• Oliver’s veg 

• Eating the 

rainbow/alphabet 

Food/Healthy Eating – theme ideas Year E 

Spring Term 2024

Section four: Primary 
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Achievement has no boundaries

Physical

• Dancing 

• Mobility programmes

• Body awareness

• Reflexology
• Self-care using fine motor 

skills

• Dressing up

• Rebound

• Fine motor skills activities

• Gross motor skill activities

• Finger gym

• Swimming

• PE

• Use of physiotherapy 

equipment

• Outside Exploration

• Weather yoga

• Outside play in different 

weathers 

• Seasons dance massage 

• Stetch and soothe

Wellbeing and 

Independence

• Personal stories

• Environments
• Links to independence

• Habilitation in and out of 

school

• Looking good

• Circle time

• Assemblies

• Reflexology
• Self-help skills including 

personal care

• Understanding medical 

needs through stories.

• Therapies
• Mainstream links

• Easter

• Dressing for different 

weathers
• New beginnings

• Religious festivals and 

celebrations around 

seasons

• Appropriate clothing

• Body awareness 

• Story massage 

Exploring & understanding the 

world

• Exploring new 

environments

• Independence skills in the 

community

• Numeracy sessions

• Forest schools

• Cooking

• Cause and effect activities

• Play with trays linked to 

grass, water and clouds

• Cause and effect-wind 

machines

• Extreme weathers

• Making kits and flying them

• Hot/cols

• Packing clothes

• What's the weather today 

calendar with symbols and 

photos 

Creative & Sensory

• Dressing up for different 

• Hygiene

• Likes/dislikes

• Cooking

• Sensory passports

• Peer massage

• Messy play

• TACPAC

• Sensology workouts

• Soundbeam

• Art

• Soundboard

• Trailblazers

• Picnic making

• Making sensory umbrellas

• On body sounds linked to 

weather

• Singing in the rain song

• Sensory trays linked to 

weathers

• Sensory umbrella 

Communication & Interaction 

• TACPAC

• Call and response massage 

• Soundboards 

• Large and small doll play

• Matching pictures 

• Sensory story
• Non-fiction texts

• Sound stories

• Vocal and movement work

• Social stories

• Lis ‘n tell

• Intensive interaction

• Attention autism

• See and learn

• Bagbooks

• Noah’s Ark

• Cloudy with a chance of 

meatballs

• Elmer’s weather

• Magic weather

• Mary Poppins

• Seasons sensory Story

Weather Seasons - theme ideas Year E

Spring Term 2024

Section four: Primary 
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Achievement has no boundaries

Section five: 

Secondary
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Achievement has no boundaries

Section five: Secondary 

When they complete year 6 in primary, pupils move into the Secondary team in the school.

Pupils are grouped into base groups but there are lots more opportunities for students to choose activities that they are more interested in 

and to learn in mixed groups across the Key Stages.

They become familiar with a wider range of staff and peers and there is a greater emphasis on learning beyond the classroom.

All pupils complete the Asdan New Horizons course at the end of KS3 and pupils begin to link into Post 16  for up to 2 days a week when 

they reach year 10.

Some pupils may move on full time to Post 16  either in or during year 11.

In year 10 pupils begin a personalised accreditation route and aim to complete an award sized qualification at the end of year 11, this is 

currently delivered using the Asdan Personal Progress qualification.

Each Secondary pupil has a personalised adventure plan which is based on the Secondary team 4 areas of learning:-

Communication and Interaction

Physical and Sensory

Personal Development

Exploring and understanding the world

Secondary pupils continue to follow a topic-based curriculum, but this is on a three-year cycle, with those in year 10 and 11 revisiting  

previous topics but accessing them  at a different level with new content.
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Achievement has no boundaries

Section five: Secondary Adventure Map Example
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Achievement has no boundaries

Section five: Secondary 

Secondary Adventures Curriculum - 3 Year topic themes 

Please refer to schemes of work to show individual subject coverage:

38

Autumn Spring Summer

Year 2

2022-2023

Past and present Countries and 

continents

Leisure and healthy 

lifestyles

Year 3

2023- 2024

My world and me Food Nature and the 

environment

Year 4

2023- 2024

Festivals and 

celebration

World of work Out and about



Achievement has no boundaries

Section five: Secondary 

Year 1 Autumn, Secondary Topic: Festivals and Celebration – Learning ideas

Communication and Interaction

Communication stories/drama

Total communication approaches-aids, signing 

TACPAC

Social stories- to include wellbeing and emotions

Going out to celebrate story

Personal birthdays/family celebrations

Christmas/Diwali/Eid and other celebrations and traditions

Recreation and interaction-outside environment 

(relationships)

Wedding roleplay

Soundboard

Switch work/AAC Adapters

Physical and Sensory

MFL week

Dancing/music around the world

Food and cooking

Habilitation (being safe)

Hydrotherapy

Rebound/trampolining

Physiotherapy

Yoga

Reflexology

Scent, smells, soaps and perfumes

Brian’s dance 

Scooter sessions (link to modeshift)

Gym-links to promoting mental wellbeing through physical 

activity

Specific PE sessions

Exploring and understanding the world

Money

Allotments (Dan Perry)

Outdoor education

Traditional celebrations around the world

Design and decorating festivals

Jack Petchey and assembly celebrations

Links to Post 16 /transitions

Friday links with TLS (as appropriate)

Music therapy

Children in Need-links to ASDAN

Mainstream links/Trailblazers

Personal Development

Developing personal story as appropriate (RSE)

Social stories to include links to puberty for different 

genders, my body

RSE links/workshops with parents

Looking good/preparation for going out

Healthy eating-links to ASDAN

Keeping Safe-Bonfire Night and Diwali

Drama circle

Stories linked to 4 areas of RSE
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Achievement has no boundaries

Section five: Secondary 

Year 1 Spring, Secondary Topic: world of work – Learning ideas

Communication and Interaction

Communication stories/drama

Non-fiction texts (going to the shops/dentist/doctor etc)

Total communication approaches-aids, signing 

TACPAC

Social stories- to include wellbeing and emotions

Recreation and interaction-outside environment 

(relationships)

YouTube mock interview experience

Soundboard

Switch work/AAC Adapters

Physical and Sensory

What’s in the suitcases? Guess the occupation

Dancing/music-links to Brian’s dance, links to Strictly come 

dancing

Games and Sport-occupation

Food and cooking (Roz and Lin)

Habilitation/occupations at shops and work

Hydrotherapy

Physiotherapy

Yoga

Reflexology

Looking good-links to going out to work

Exploring and understanding the world

Money/wages/earning roleplay activities 

Allotments (Dan Perry)

Outdoor education

Jack Petchey and assembly celebrations

Links to Post 16 /transitions

Friday links with TLS (as appropriate)

Music therapy

Comic Relief-link to ASDAN

Seasonal celebrations-Mother’s Day/Valentines day/St 

Patricks Day/Easter

MfL week

Mainstream links/Trailblazers

Personal Development

Fashion-uniforms

Make scrapbooks of different occupations

Yoga and relaxation

Developing personal story as appropriate (RSE)

Social stories to include links to puberty for different 

genders, my body

RSE links/workshops with parents

Looking good/preparation for going out

Healthy lifestyles-links to ASDAN

Drama circle

Stories linked to 4 areas of RSE
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Achievement has no boundaries

Section five: Secondary 

Year 1 Summer, Secondary Topic: Out and about – Learning ideas

Communication and Interaction

Communication stories/drama

Total communication approaches-aids, signing etc 

TACPAC

Social stories- to include wellbeing and emotions

Recreation and interaction-outside environment (social and 

relationships)

Holiday story

Bagbooks-The holiday, The bookseller

Virtual journeys-roleplay

Soundboard

Switch work/AAC Adapters

Physical and Sensory

Dancing/music around the world

Food and cooking

Habilitation (being safe)-links to holidays and outings in the 

community

Hydrotherapy/swimming

Rebound/trampolining

Physiotherapy

Yoga

Reflexology

Brian’s dance 

Gym-links to promoting mental wellbeing through physical 

activity

Specific PE sessions

Sports day

Exploring and understanding the world

Money

Allotments (Dan Perry)

Outdoor education

Jack Petchey and assembly celebrations

Links to Post 16 /transitions

Friday links with TLS (as appropriate)

Music therapy

Barbeques 

Family Saturday

Community links-fetes

Mainstream links/Trailblazers

Personal Development

Residentials

Yoga and relaxation

Developing personal story as appropriate (RSE)

Social stories to include links to puberty for different 

genders, my body

RSE links/workshops with parents

Looking good

Healthy eating (picnics/packed lunches)-links to ASDAN

Drama circle

Stories linked to 4 areas of RSE
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Section five: Secondary 

Year 2 Autumn, Secondary Topic: Past and present – Learning ideas

Communication and Interaction

Photos - album showing baby to adults 

Making a time line using photos

Parents and family participation questionnaires – favourite 

sweets, clothes, toys and music from their youth comparing 

with students favourites of today.

Technology-old and new

language comparison/bah humbug/Chaz and Dave/rhyming 

slang/ rap

Total communication approaches-aids, signing etc

Victorian Christmas (switch it, scrooge)

TACPAC

Christmas market

Soundboard

Drama circle

Music through the ages

Switch work/AAC Adapters

Physical and Sensory

Wheelchair and equipment comparisons

Objects old & new (What’s in the suitcases)

Dancing/music through the decades

Games and Sport

Food and cooking

Activity making sepia letters

Time Capsule

Habilitation

Hydrotherapy

Physiotherapy

Yoga

Reflexology

Gym-links to promoting mental wellbeing through physical 

activity

Specific PE sessions

Exploring and understanding the world

Holiday comparisons

Seaside locations past and present

Global warming - geographical changes 

Transport

Recycling(twinkle)

Old/New buildings 

Jack Petchey and assembly celebrations

Links to Post 16 /transitions

Friday links with TLS (as appropriate)

Money

Allotments (Dan Perry)

Outdoor education

Societal changes (Going to market in past, going to shop now)

Traditional societies vs modern societies

Design and decorating (past-times)

Children in need-link to ASDAN

Personal Development

Fashion

Scrapbooks

Old and new toys – share from home

Daily living and household

Developing personal story as appropriate (RSE)

Social stories to include links to puberty for different 

genders, my body

Stories linked to 4 RSE areas

RSE links/workshops with parents

Keeping Safe-Bonfire Night and Diwali

Mirrors

Drama circle

Stories linked to 4 areas of RSE
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Section five: Secondary 

Year 2 Spring, Secondary Topic: Countries & Continents – learning ideas 

Communication and Interaction

Different languages, writing styles (Chinese) and sensory writing

Soundboards

Flags from around the world

Current affairs

Lis n tel linked stories

Interactive quizzes

Communication forms used in world

Communication stories/drama

Total communication approaches-aids, signing etc 

TACPAC

Social stories- to include wellbeing and emotions

Recreation and interaction-outside environment (social and 

relationships)

Bagbooks-Kofe and the magic shaker

Switch work/AAC Adapters

Physical and Sensory

Foods from around the world

Hot and cold countries

Making boats

Cultural dance and music

Interactive power-point story 

Sensory stories

Dancing/music-links to Brian’s dance, links to Strictly come

dancing

National anthems/traditional music (countries)

Habilitation

Hydrotherapy

Physiotherapy

Yoga

Reflexology

Looking good-links to going out to work

Exploring and understanding the world

Looking at maps/globes

OOR specific countries

Famous Landmarks and natural wonders

Google maps and landscapes

Myths and legends (Loch ness monster, The Magic Carpet-Pete 

Wells)

My Amazing Photographs story

Money and currencies

Animals, habitats, Zoolab

Allotments (Dan Perry)

Outdoor education

Jack Petchey and assembly celebrations

Links to Post 16 /transitions

Friday links with TLS (as appropriate)

Music therapy

Comic Relief-link to ASDAN

Seasonal celebrations-Mother’s Day/Valentines day/St Patricks 

Day/Easter

MfL week

Mainstream links/Trailblazers

Personal Development

How to travel (pack a suitcase)

Holidays and travel

Make a passport

Go to Zoo, forests

Country specific festivals

Where do I live (habilitation)

Clothes from around the world

Yoga and relaxation

Developing personal story as appropriate (RSE)

Social stories to include links to puberty for different genders, 

my body

RSE links/workshops with parents

Looking good

Healthy lifestyles-links to ASDAN

Drama circle

Stories linked to 4 areas of RSE
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Section five: Secondary 

Year 2 Summer, Secondary Topic: Leisure & Healthy Lifestyles – learning ideas

Communication and Interaction

Likes and dislikes (comparing work/leisure)

Lis’n tell stories

Call and response activities

Healthy and unhealthy habits

What is a leisure activity

Reading interests

Socialising locally

Media and technology leisure

Karaoke and soundbeam

Communication stories/drama

Total communication approaches-aids, signing etc 

TACPAC

Social stories- to include wellbeing and emotions

Recreation and interaction-outside environment (social and 

relationships)

Soundboard

Oliver’s vegetables (adapted), carrot club text (Twinkl)

Switch work/AAC Adapters

Physical and Sensory

Exercise and eating well

Different leisure activities

Park gym and local walks

Swimming, playground games and activities

Spectating or playing a sport/game

Rebound therapy/Trampoline

Massage and relaxation

Dancing/music around the world

Food and cooking

Habilitation (being safe)

Hydrotherapy/swimming

Physiotherapy

Yoga

Reflexology

Brian’s dance 

Gym-links to promoting mental wellbeing through physical activity

Specific PE sessions

Sports day

Exploring and understanding the world

Growing food (how to)

Different ways to be healthy (Cultural)

Outdoor activities (Gardening)

Geographical differences in leisure activities

Money

Allotments (Dan Perry)

Outdoor education

Jack Petchey and assembly celebrations

Links to Post 16 /transitions

Friday links with TLS (as appropriate)

Music therapy

Family Saturday

Community links-fetes

Mainstream links/Trailblazers

Personal Development

Looking after me

How to lead a healthy lifestyle

Wellbeing and doing things you like

Lifestyle choices

Visiting leisure centres

Making a packed lunch/smoothie making

Health and hygiene

Healthy eating week-links to ASDAN

Watch sport/theatre at a venue

Dressing appropriately for an activity

Residentials

Developing personal story as appropriate (RSE)

Social stories to include links to puberty for different genders, my 

body

RSE links/workshops with parents

Looking good

Drama circle

Stories linked to 4 areas of RSE
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Section five: Secondary 

Year 2 Summer, Secondary Topic: Leisure & Healthy Lifestyles – learning ideas

Communication and Interaction

Likes and dislikes (comparing work/leisure)

Lis’n tell stories

Call and response activities

Healthy and unhealthy habits

What is a leisure activity

Reading interests

Socialising locally

Media and technology leisure

Karaoke and soundbeam

Communication stories/drama

Total communication approaches-aids, signing etc 

TACPAC

Social stories- to include wellbeing and emotions

Recreation and interaction-outside environment (social and 

relationships)

Soundboard

Oliver’s vegetables (adapted), carrot club text (Twinkl)

Switch work/AAC Adapters

Physical and Sensory

Exercise and eating well

Different leisure activities

Park gym and local walks

Swimming, playground games and activities

Spectating or playing a sport/game

Rebound therapy/Trampoline

Massage and relaxation

Dancing/music around the world

Food and cooking

Habilitation (being safe)

Hydrotherapy/swimming

Physiotherapy

Yoga

Reflexology

Brian’s dance 

Gym-links to promoting mental wellbeing through physical activity

Specific PE sessions

Sports day

Exploring and understanding the world

Growing food (how to)

Different ways to be healthy (Cultural)

Outdoor activities (Gardening)

Geographical differences in leisure activities

Money

Allotments (Dan Perry)

Outdoor education

Jack Petchey and assembly celebrations

Links to Post 16 /transitions

Friday links with TLS (as appropriate)

Music therapy

Family Saturday

Community links-fetes

Mainstream links/Trailblazers

Personal Development

Looking after me

How to lead a healthy lifestyle

Wellbeing and doing things you like

Lifestyle choices

Visiting leisure centres

Making a packed lunch/smoothie making

Health and hygiene

Healthy eating week-links to ASDAN

Watch sport/theatre at a venue

Dressing appropriately for an activity

Residentials

Developing personal story as appropriate (RSE)

Social stories to include links to puberty for different genders, my 

body

RSE links/workshops with parents

Looking good

Drama circle

Stories linked to 4 areas of RSE
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Beacon Hill Post 16  Unit is located on a separate site in Grays.

Students in Year 10 and 11 have a personalised transition to Post 16  based on their needs. However, they will move to Post 
16  full time by the end of Year 11.

The focus of learning changes significantly to look at preparation for adult life. We work extremely closely with partners 

who provide opportunities for students beyond school.

All Post 16  and KS4 students spend one day a week linking into activities which are sustainable beyond school. They are 

encouraged to try a variety of different things and identify their preferences so that post school options can be designed to

meet individual need.

Most of the learning on the Post 16  site takes place in much smaller groups or could be individual. It could be led by a 

teaching assistant, HLTA or teacher. 

Families are supported to prepare for adulthood, including understanding how services change and the implications of the 

mental capacity act.

The curriculum is divided into 4 areas:-

Physical and movement

Relationships and the community

Independence and transition

Wellbeing and sensory

Communication underpins all areas

Section six: Post 16  
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Section six: Post 16  

Post 16  Curriculum Offer 2022/2023
Curriculum is based on functional life skills to build meaningful lives. The activities are used to facilitate opportunities for students to achieve their EHCP 

targets in a variety of environments, activities and situations with known and unknown peers and adults. Curriculum is completed yearly to reflect the needs of 

the Post 16 cohort.

Physical & Movement 

Hydrotherapy

Swimming

Rebound Therapy

Trampoline

Sportability Links

Yoga

Physio/OT Programs

Dance

Fine Motor Skills

horse Riding

MAC

Body Awareness

Relationships & Community

Meal Preparation

Home Management

Habilitation

Travel Training

Community Access

RSE

Peer Interaction

Social Games & Activities

Allotment

Sensory Cooking

Sensology

Lego Therapy

Sensology

Comic Strips

Independence & Transition 

Friday Links

CREATE

Trailblazers

Thurrock in Culture Events

Music Therapy

Post 19 Transitions

College Links

Enterprise Activities

Local Offers

Celebrations / Events

Social Stories

Transferring Skills

Wellbeing & Sensory 

Sensory Stories

Lis n’ Tell

Sensory Story Massage

TACPAC

Massage

Messy Play

Creative

Intensive Interaction

PSHE

ACE

Science

Looking Good

Holiday Celebrations

Drama

ICT
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Section six: Post 16  

Post 16  Curriculum Offer 2022/2023, Meaningful Lives

Curriculum is based on functional life skills to build meaningful lives. The themes reflect the different significant parts of the year for our 

students. See ‘Planning Folder' for specifics.

Block I

Sept to Oct Half 

Term 

Block I

Oct Half Term to 

Winter Break 

Block I 

Winter Break to Feb 

Half Term

Block II 

Feb Half Term to 

April Holiday 

Block II 

April Holiday to 

June Half Term 

Block II 

June Half Term to 

Summer Holiday 

Autumn

Focus is on all things 

that happen in the 

Autumn – returning to 

school, changes in 

the weather and 

nature, Halloween 

and developing new 

routines at Post 16. 

Ex. Sensory cooking 

to include seasonal 

fruits, spices and 

vegetables.

Holidays

Focus on celebrations 

taking place during 

this time – Guy 

Fawkes, Halloween, 

Christmas, 

Remembrance Day, 

Harvest, Diwali. Ex. 

Christmas Sensology 

using different 

materials or firework 

creative sessions.

Winter

Focus on what 

happens in winter –

weather, nature, 

snow but also 

spending more time 

indoors – popular 

movies, books, TV 

shows, music and 

‘indoor activities’

Ex. Harry Potter 

sensory story and 

TACPAC based on 

different fabrics, 

textures and 

materials.

Water

Focus on water and 

all it’s elements –

both the weather 

such as rain and 

water in nature such 

as rivers. Ex. Science 

focusing on science 

experiments using 

water such as 

‘shaving foam clouds’ 

and messy play using 

different river beds 

like sand, clay or 

rocks.

Spring

Focusing on all 

changes that occur in 

the Spring – changes 

in weather, changes 

in nature, returning 

to more outdoor 

options. Ex. 

Accessing Nature 

Reserves during 

community access 

and planting new 

flowers and herbs in 

the sensory garden.

Beach

Focus on summer 

time activities such 

as beaches and trips 

in the community. 

Celebrating as groups 

and transitioning and 

accessing local 

offers. Ex. Taking 

part in Thurrock in 

Culture or hosting 

Transition BBQ or 

visiting the seaside
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There are some generic areas and strategies that are included in the curriculum across the school 

and this next section of the handbook explains what these are and why and how we do them at 

Beacon Hill.
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Communication

Section seven: Whole School Area 

57

Communication 
at Beacon Hill 

Total 
Communication

The ability to 
communicate by 
whatever means 

available. 

AAC

(Augmentative 
Alternative 

Communication)

Using a high or low 
tech aid to support a 

person to 
communicate 

Intensive Interaction

Focusses on the 
fundamentals of 
communication. 

Supports people to tune 
in and engage with 

pupils at BH 

See page 57 curriculum 
handbook 

Signalong
The signing system used 
at BH to support pupils 

understanding of spoken 
language. In some cases 
children are able to use 

sign to express 
themselves. 

Symbols

Photos 

Real objects

Signs

Communication 

books 
Touch cues  

PODD

Core Boards

Electronic 

device 

Eye Gaze 

Go Talk 

Switching 

Big Mack  

Tuning in to…

Breath 

Movement 

Vocalisations 

Speech 

Body language 

Gesture

Key words

Speech and 

Language 
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What it is 

TACPAC is an integrated experience of touch, 

sound, pattern and relationship-a fluid process 

between you and your partner (TACPAC, 2007).

It stands for Tactile Approach to Communication. 

We have the full selection of packs available in 

school. 

How we do it

It combines touch and music in a sequence of 

activities that are repeated at least weekly with 

the same partner. 

Each piece of music is designed to evoke a 

mood/emotion and to match the character of the 

physical/tactile sensation. 

It is very important to keep to the beat of the 

music as it enables the pupil to recognise, 

anticipate, predict the pattern and sequence of 

touch.

Each session must have a start and a finish activity 

e.g.. a song. 

Each TACPAC set can be linked to a theme/story. 

TACPAC

Why we do it

To allow pupils to develop secure relationships with 

adults. 

For pupils to experience different objects and 

textures. 

It allows pupils to communicate with adults in a 

fun, relaxed way.  

Section seven: Whole School Area 
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What it is 

Lis’n Tell is enhanced storytelling which includes 

the 5 ‘R’s, Rhythm and Role, Rhyme, Repetition 

and Ritual. 

It has a range specialist techniques and core 

principles to enable and include the spontaneous 

intentional participation of children with speech 

language and communication needs (SLCN). 

The strategies can weave specific educational/ 

therapeutic aims into a story design.

Key components of Lis’n Tell are use of iconic 

gesture and rhythm, chanting and poetic elements 

built on evidence-based theories of word learning, 

memory, storytelling and literacy development.

How we do it

The storytelling develops through the use of 

Rhythm and Role, Rhyme Repetition and Ritual 

(intensified meaning through repetitive yet 

interesting and rhythmical activities linked to 

the story). 

There are core principles of practice which 

include: 

• Use of significant objects/words/events 

which engage the attention of the students 

• Iconic gestures to help convey the meaning 

of the story 

Lis’n Tell Live Inclusive Story Telling

Why we do it

The SLCN of students are addressed by:

• Creating situations where they are referred to 

as experts, however ‘low’ or ‘high’ their skills 

• Integrating staff and students in a creative 

collaboration 

• Enhancing spontaneous communication

• Creating specific educational and therapeutic 

goals

• The students contribute through their 

communication, interaction, physical movement 

and presence

• The 5xR elements allow anticipation, 

recognition and joining in by the students

Section seven: Whole School Area 
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What it is 

II is an approach designed to help people at early 

levels of development.  It uses process-based 

learning where there is no desired outcome; the 

interaction is entirely led by the learner but 

facilitated by an adult. 

It focuses on the fundamentals of communication. 

Teaching sessions should be frequent, fun filled, 

playful and enjoyable both planned and naturally 

occurring. 

See the Beacon Hill Intensive Interaction 

Handbook for more details. 

How we do it

Responding to the learner by:

• Tuning in to the learner, joining in and 

mirroring including sounds and 

vocalisations

• Using exaggerated facial expressions, voice 

and body language

• It is necessary for the teacher to tune-in to 

the learner, constantly read and assess the 

learner for things that the teacher can 

respond to in order to create 

“communication moments”

Intensive interaction (II)

Why we do it

The students are…

• Enjoying being with another person

• Developing the ability to attend to that person

• Learning to do sequences of activities with that 

other person

• Taking turns in exchanges of behaviour

• Sharing personal space

• Using and understanding eye contact 

meaningfully

• Using and understanding facial expressions 

• Using and understanding physical contact

• Using and understanding NV communication 

• Using vocalisations with meaning

• Learning to regulate and control arousal levels

Section seven: Whole School Area 
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What it is

Massage at Beacon Hill Academy is performed on 

the hands or feet. There is a short training with an 

information sheet.

The Peer-to-Peer Massage programme is aimed 

specifically at children.

The format is simple, well-structured and has 

been developed as an inclusive whole school 

approach.

The clothed, peer massage routine encourages 

positive relationships through massage, which is 

given and received with the child’s permission. 

The children perform the back, neck and shoulder 

massages on each other for 10-15 minutes, always 

asking for permission before the commencement 

of the massage.

How we do it

At Beacon Hill Academy massage is 

performed on the hands and/ or feet. The oil 

used is specially mixed with a grapeseed 

base and chamomile drops. 

The massage is carried out while observing 

the pupil closely for the parts they are 

enjoying and anything they dislike. 

Peer massage involves telling a story with 

each type of movement carried out by the 

peer on the child’s back e.g.. a weather 

story with circle movements for the clouds 

and zig zags for lightening.

Massage and peer massage 

Why we do it

Massage relaxes, stimulates, comforts, soothes, 

shows caring and empathy, relieves stress, anxiety 

and depression, alleviates pain, reduces symptoms 

of minor illnesses and improves emotional and 

physical wellbeing (Maxwell-Hudson, 2001). 

Other benefits include: 

• Creating greater body awareness

• Fostering positive touch

• Calming

• Releasing tension

• Relaxing the mind, muscles and joints

• Releasing oxytocin, the feel good hormone

• Stimulating the sense of smell

• Helping students to focus for learning

• Providing a platform for communication

• Building relationships between touch giver and 

receiver 

• Building self esteem and confidence

Section seven: Whole School Area 
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What it is

Circle time is planned at specific and routine 

times of the day, typically at the start of the 

morning and afternoon and at the end of the day.

It allows the pupils to orientate and greet those in 

the room.

It focuses people to where they are and what they 

will be doing. It is a time for social 

communication.

How we do it

We can involve:

• Accessible materials which reference the 

circle time themes so that verbal students 

can fully participate

• Opportunities for greater attention using 

visual aids

• Music and movement that will increase 

attention, learning language and structure 

around the Circle Time routine

• Consistent language that will help build 

vocabulary and promote functional language 

use

• Talking about and identifying feelings

Circle time

Why we do it

• Social interaction

• Knowing where we are in space and time

• Turn taking

• Learning opportunities linked to areas such as 

days of the week

• Awareness of peers

• Who is here/not here

• To provide a predictable daily structured 

experience for students

• To increase students tolerance to sit in a group 

for an extended period

Section seven: Whole School Area 
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What it is

We all tell stories about experiences in our daily 

lives. 

Personal stories are a multi sensory approach to 

retelling an event from a pupil’s life. 

The story should be retold frequently and 

regularly to allow everyone to become familiar 

with it and have opportunities to anticipate 

elements of the story. 

How we do it

Encourage parents and staff to think of a 

recent event in the pupil’s life e.g.. a holiday,  

family event, birthday, trip.

Put together a multi sensory experience that 

retells the story through sight, sound, smell, 

taste, touch and movement. 

Personal stories

Why we do it

• To develop recognition of story elements

• To get a sense of recognition of self, ownership 

and importance to the pupil

• To allow pupils to re-visit their experiences

• To develop anticipation, interactions and 

remembering sequences

Section seven: Whole School Area 
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What it is 

Forest schools is an ethos driven rather than 

activity lead provision. 

Forest Schools is committed to training children to 

be independent and resourceful learners who can 

respond appropriately, reciprocate experiences 

and appreciate that reflection is the key to 

learning how to learn.

How we do it

All activities should support pupil's holistic 

development. 

This can include a range of activities including 

scavenger hunts, den building, sensory walks 

and outdoor cooking. 

Forest school

Why we do it

Studies show children are healthier, happier and 

learn better when provided with frequent access to 

the outdoor environment. Forest Schools aims to 

offer children these opportunities to develop skills 

whilst outdoors utilising the resources nature has to 

offer.

Section seven: Whole School Area 
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What it is 

Animal therapy is a way to build 

communication and interaction between student 

and the animal. It can be sensory and tactile.

Students  and animals can create a bond.

The therapy helps emotional awareness and 

empathy.

The therapy can support physical interventions. 

Animal therapy can be different for each student 

and the session can be child led.

How we do it

Can take place in classroom setting, outside.

The therapy sessions are led by the student and the 

animal.

We incorporate therapy programmes into the 

sessions  for example II, communication or 

physical activities. 

Physical programmes – practicing physical skills in a 

fun way with the animals.

Mobility – taking the animal to different areas of the 

school (when possible).

Opportunity to groom and maintain the animal's 

health and welfare.

Opportunity to feed the animal.

Explore through child led play.

Working in pairs and interaction with others.

Allowing the activities to be different for every 

child. 

To develop wellbeing through FUN! 

Animal therapy

Why we do it

Many of the benefits of animal therapy are likely due 

to the nature of the animals with which the pupils and 

therapist are interacting. Depending on the animal 

some are typically non-judgmental, have no 

preconceived expectations or motives, and are highly 

effective at mirroring attitudes and behaviours of the 

humans with whom they are working.

Other benefits include:

• Sensory stimulus

• Emotional awareness

• Assertiveness

• Empathy

• Stress tolerance

• Flexibility

• Impulse control

• Problem-solving skills

• Self-actualisation

• Independence

• Self-regard

• Social responsibility

• Interpersonal relationships

• Mobility and movement

• To create memories

• To build mindfulness

• To build anticipation of routine

Section seven: Whole School Area 
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What it is

Sensory soft play refers to activities that stimulate 

our senses, including our sense of balance 

(vestibular) and our awareness of our own body 

and our surroundings (proprioception).

Soft play areas can be set up in many 

environments, including in classrooms and sensory 

rooms. Some activities and environments can be 

more stimulating than others, and each 

child will have a different sensory threshold. A 

setting that may be perfectly fine for one may be 

either under stimulating or overstimulating for 

another. For children with sensory disorders, soft 

play areas can be tailored to their specific needs.

How we do it

A soft play environment involves a range of 

cushions, bolsters, tunnels and ball pits where 

pupils are encouraged to play and explore. Play 

is modelled and pupils are scaffolded to develop 

skills in their interactions with others and in 

physical areas. 

Soft play

Why we do it

By including soft play sessions into the curriculum 

children can develop a range of skills including;

• Social Skills—soft play helps children to develop 

their relationships with their friends by engaging 

in co-operative play and learning to solve 

problems.

• Physical Development—using the soft play area 

helps children to develop their co-ordination as 

well as their proprioceptive sensory skills 

(where their body is in space). It also helps 

them to develop their core muscles and 

flexibility.

• Communication—soft play helps children to 

develop their communication while they are 

playing and exploring with their friends. It also 

helps them to develop their communication with 

adults, including expressing likes and dislikes 

and making choices. 

• Sensory Stimulation—during soft play children 

experiences lots of different textures and types 

of materials which helps them to develop their 

understanding of the world around them. 

• It’s Fun! - children learn best when they are 

taking part in activities which they find engaging 

and enjoyable.

Section seven: Whole School Area 
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What it is

Rebound therapy describes a specific 

methodology, assessment and programme of use of 

trampolines to provide opportunities for enhanced 

movement patterns, therapeutic positioning, 

exercise and recreation for a wide range of users 

with additional needs. 

The principles of Rebound Therapy form the basis 

of all gymnastic movement and are therefore a 

logical and advisable starting point for trampoline 

coach training – even for those who have no 

intention of teaching people with disabilities. 

How we do it

Sessions are personalised to individual need 

and often involve a ratio of 2 staff to one 

student allowing flexibility in what we can 

offer. 

Pupils' targets are considered, and sessions 

often link to their physical development and 

use of communication skills. 

Sessions are fun and we use a range of 

resources to support and motivate pupils. 

There are songs which can be used linked to 

physical skills and will be selected based upon 

the pupil’s need and preference. 

Rebound therapy

Why we do it

Rebound therapy is used to facilitate movement, 

promote balance, promote an increase or decrease 

in muscle tone, promote relaxation, promote sensory 

integration, improve fitness and exercise tolerance, 

and to improve communication skills. 

Also:

• It is fun

• Gives confidence in movement

• Is usually achievable (good target/goal setting)

• Develops fitness

• Gives general confidence and a feeling of wellbeing

Section seven: Whole School Area 
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What it is

Thurrock Trailblazer is an innovative programme 

of high-quality arts and cultural activities, visits to 

heritage sites and specialist teacher training, that 

boosts creative learning in schools and accelerates 

pupils’ development. In partnership with Thurrock 

Council, the Royal Opera House is working with 

local, regional and national arts organizations to 

deliver cultural education in Thurrock.

Beacon Hill Academy offers opportunities to 

mainstream early years, schools and colleges to 

participate in a joint arts project for at least 6 

weeks. 

Amanda is our cultural champion. 

How we do it

Mainstream settings apply to the Trailblazer 

Project and are then teamed up with a class or 

group in Beacon Hill.

The two classes or groups then decide on the 

arts project they would like to share together 

and ask Amanda to arrange an artist to work 

with them. 

Trailblazers

Why we do it

The arts and the Trailblazer Projects allow our 

pupils and students to:

• Communicate and interact in different ways

• Interact and participate with new people

• Explore sensory experiences through the arts

• Perform 

• Be valued for who they are and what they bring 

to the projects

Section seven: Whole School Area 
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What it is

Bucket time is an intervention which aims to 

develop natural and spontaneous communication 

through the use of visually based and highly 

motivating activities. The primary objective is that 

the sessions are fun and “offer an irresistible 

invitation to learn”!

How we do it

A bucket full of exciting toys are used to gain the 

children's attention. 

By using facial expression, voice, body language 

and gesture the adult provides an irresistible 

invitation to learn and attend. 

The toys in the bucket are only touched by the 

leading adult to build suspense and anticipation. 

Providing appropriate language models throughout 

the session such as twist, spin, push, press, pop, 

wow, uhoh, ready, steady, go. 

Supporting adults model appropriate behaviour 

e.g.. watching, sitting (no unnecessary 

conversation). 

Bucket Time

Why we do it

Bucket time aims to extend children’s attention. 

Bucket Time can build suspense, excitement and 

intrigue which supports engagement and attention 

to an adult led activity.  

Some pupils at Beacon Hill need support and 

guidance to know that adults and toys are fun. 

To support children to learn language that could be 

appropriate in a variety of settings.

Aims of  Bucket Time:

• To engage attention

• To improve joint attention

• To develop shared enjoyment in group activities

• To increase attention in adult-led activities

• To encourage spontaneous interaction in a 

natural group setting

• To increase non-verbal and verbal 

communication through commenting

• To build a wealth and depth of vocabulary

• To have fun!

Section seven: Whole School Area 
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What it is

Soundbeam is a 'touch free' device which uses 

sensor technology to translate body movement 

into music and sound. it gives children and adults 

the opportunity, regardless of their impairments 

or disability, to play music and sounds. 

A Soundboard is a large wooden board with 

wooden rim which allows sound to resonate. 

Pupils can sit around the board in groups, sit or 

lay on the board.   

We have had training and a resource pack to help 

plan sessions. 

How we do it

The soundbeam has an invisible sensor beam 

which picks up small or large movements. 

We can adjust the sensor head towards the part 

of the pupil’s body they are able to move 

independently, the range of the movement that 

will be detected and the sound that will play 

when activated. 

Soundboards can be used with groups, pairs or 

1:1. The session usually has a repeated structure 

to it. Introduction song, 3 or 4 short activities 

and a finish song. Staff will use the board to tap, 

bang, scrap their hands on the board alongside 

the activities. 

The pupils are encouraged to lead by staff 

responding to their actions on the board. 

Soundbeam and Soundboard

Why we do it

Soundbeam: 

• Is a fun activity

• Pupils are able to create an effect 

independently.

• They are able to learn to connect their 

movement to causing sound. 

• It is successful with pupils with limited as well 

as more ability to move. 

• Pupils can make choices and show preferences 

for certain sound effects.   

Soundboards:

Develop pupils’: 

• Communication and interaction 

• Anticipation

• Attention

• Movements

• Timing and sequencing

Section seven: Whole School Area 
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What it is

1:1 sessions are offered to pupils with visual, 

hearing or multi sensory impairments who would 

benefit from individual time in a controlled 

environment.

The sessions aim to allow the child to use their 

senses of touch, smell, movement, taste, vision 

and hearing in optimum conditions. 

The sensory room environment can be controlled 

to be dark, with different levels of light, UV 

lighting, with sound or quiet. 

The equipment in the room can be controlled with 

switches suitable for each child or young person. 

The equipment includes:

• Bubble tube

• Sound light screen

• Fiberoptic lights

• Projector

Which are motivating and fun to explore 

independently. 

How we do it

Individual targets are set and reviewed each 

term taking class targets into consideration. 

The skills we target are:

• Visual focusing and tracking

• Auditory focusing and tracking

• Independent switching and control of 

equipment

• Communication

• Positive Eye programme

• Sensology activities

• Body awareness

Sensory room sessions

Why we do it

Children and young people benefit from a 

controlled environment to practice their skills in 

using their senses. 

To maintain their visual and auditory skills.

They are able to give greater attention to these 

skills when free from other distractions in the 

classroom. 

They have opportunities for greater independence 

in controlling equipment. 

They have opportunities to communicate in 

optimum conditions.  

They can develop sensory responses that can carry 

over to other environments. 

They have an opportunity for their individual needs 

to be supported. 

Sessions build a child’s confidence to try a task they 

find difficult at first, to be persistent.
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What it is

The Sensology pack gives information on the 

sensory systems and how they are used to sense, 

perceive and help us to think. 

It describes how to awaken the brain with a daily 

workout based on the senses – ‘The Sensology 

Workout’. 

The pack is accompanied by a DVD for digital 

access to a range of useful resources.

How we do it

Sensology activities can be used at the beginning 

of any activity to allow the pupil to be prepared 

before needing to use their movement, attention 

and other learning skills. 

There are various activities for waking up 

different parts of the body. They include songs 

and stories to accompany each wake-up activity. 

Sensology

Why we do it

As preparation for activities.

As preparation for learning

Developing awareness, preferences and 

anticipation. 
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Habilitation
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What it is

Habilitation involves one-to-one training for children 

and young people. Starting from their existing skills, it 

aims to develop their personal mobility, navigation and 

independent living skills. At whatever age the training 

is started, the overriding goal is to maximise the child 

or young person’s independence. 

This means that habilitation lessons can also help 

children and young people to take charge of their own 

personal care – washing, dressing, choosing appropriate 

clothes, organising their belongings and taking a full 

part in family life.

A comprehensive programme of habilitation, mobility 

and independence will include the need for the child 

to be as independent as possible. It will raise the 

awareness of improving communication skills, increase 

awareness of body language, age-appropriate social 

interaction and understanding of safer places and 

adults. Develop experiential shop and associated skills; 

public travel and basic and advanced road safety 

practices.       

How we do it

As a school we take a holistic approach to learning. This 

means that we focus on preparing students to meet any 

challenges they may face in life and in their academic 

career. The most important theories behind holistic 

education are learning about oneself, developing healthy 

relationships and positive social behaviours, social and 

emotional development, resilience and the ability to view 

beauty. These are key features to remember when 

running a habilitation class. This is because we need to 

give our students all the tools, they need to manage every 

scenario they find themselves in.   

As our students can become reliant on the school 

environment and the accommodations that we make to  

keep them relaxed. It is important that we open our 

students up to new environments and experiences as it is 

key to their personal development. 

We encourage the pupils to develop their independence 

skills around the school which should then translate to 

their home life. This could be through taking part in 

cooking lessons and helping to  clean up after, 

transferring independently in the minibus and other 

situations, choice making at EVERY opportunity  and 

independently feeding (when safe to do so). 

Habilitation training takes place in the home, education 

and public environments. This is always accompanied by 

risk assessments,  auditing of environments and risk 

management strategies; in order to achieve effective 

social inclusion; independence and safety.  

Why we do it

The overall aim of habilitation for Children and 

Young People is to provide programmes of 

individual training and support to enable them 

to experience the highest degree of 

independence, to develop confidence with 

their peers, and to become safe in the local 

community.  

Section seven: Whole School Area 
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What it is

Messy play is the exploration of a range of 

textures and materials. 

This sensory experience also helps our 

students to understand their senses by 

exploring how things feel, smell and taste.  

This type of play nurtures an awareness and 

understanding of the world that surrounds 

them in a fun and exciting way!

How we do it

• Topic based activities 

• Themes linked to stories/songs

• Wet and dry materials 

• Malleable materials 

• Food play 

• Pens/pencils/paints

• Independent exploration 

• Using whole bodies/range of tools

• Adult modelling/mirroring 

• Peer interactions/play

Messy Play

Why we do it

Messy play is extremely important for a child's 

development.  And for the students at Beacon Hill 

this is across all ages.  It provides children with an 

exciting tactile and sensory experience that 

inspires their curiosity and allows them to explore 

the world around them.  It enhances their learning, 

language and creativity.

Messy play promotes the development of 

movement and coordination by using their whole 

bodies to explore a range of media and materials.  

It also encourages independent play with no 

boundaries, as well as developing concentration 

and encouraging social interactions with adults and 

peers. 

Section seven:
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Sex and Relationship Education
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What it is

Sex and Relationship Education 

at Beacon Hill will be different 

for all of our pupils and depend 

on developmental as well as 

chronological age.

Some of the content will be 

hierarchical, and needs to begin 

with an awareness of self before 

developing into an awareness of 

others and relationships.

The majority of students do not 

have specific Sex Education 

classes but instead the 

curriculum is infused with 

activities which reflect the five 

different areas. 

How we do it

Relationship and Sex Education at Beacon Hill is embedded into our personalised curriculum. 

We have split the aims and skill of our RSE curriculum into 3 areas:

- Self awareness and My Body

- Relationships and Well being

- Keeping safe

All pupils will cover content across these areas, but the content will be personalised and evidenced 

through their individual curriculum map which is linked to their learning areas

For EYFS pupils this will be in the curriculum area : Me, Inside and Out

For Primary pupils this will be in the curriculum area: Wellbeing and Independence

For Secondary pupils this will be in the curriculum area : Personal Development

Post 16  there will be content in all of their curriculum areas but in particular in : Relationships and 

the Community and Wellbeing and Sensory

There will also be topic areas in Primary, Secondary and Post 16  which will provide a more 

concentrated focus on some of the RSE content.

Identified individuals have one to one sessions to address specific needs. Beacon Hill Academy staff 

have attended the Mencap My Body and Me Course, Sex Factor and other relevant courses in order 

to support teachers and families working with the specific cohort of students at Beacon Hill.

Why we do it

The students at Beacon Hill 

Academy are very vulnerable. 

The majority of the students 

have communication disabilities 

and therefore limited ways of 

expressing themselves. All 

aspects of a student’s life involve 

adult care – from personal care 

needs, to feeding, to washing. 
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Aims and Skills of RSE at Beacon Hill (Diversity to underpin all 3 areas)
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Self Awareness

My Body

Relationships

Well being

Keeping safe

Aim: to build a sense and 

understanding of ‘self’, 

to explore a variety of 

sensory inputs, to begin 

to show preferences, to 

notice ‘others’ 

Skills: to show 

acceptance/rejection of 

an object /activity

Aim: to have an 

understanding that the 

physical body is made up 

of different parts, to 

understanding good and 

bad touch, to show an 

understanding of public 

and private places, to 

show an understanding of 

private places and body 

parts

Skills: giving consent, 

understanding good touch 

and bad touch, 

understanding public and 

private, understanding 

space

Links to guidance:

Physical health & fitness

Healthy eating

Health & Prevention

Changing adolescent 

body

Sexual Health

Aim: to show an 

awareness of belonging 

to different ‘circles’, to 

begin to understand 

different social groups 

have different rules, to 

explore what emotions 

we may feel when we 

have feelings for 

someone

Skills: to identify which 

people fall into which 

category, to show an 

awareness of ‘social 

rules’, appropriate 

touch, awareness of 

dangerous in the 

community

Links to guidance:

Families & people who 

care for me

Caring relationships

Respectful relationships 

(including friendships)

Intimate and sexual 

relationships

Aim: to build 

respectful and positive 

relationships with 

people around them, 

develop self-esteem 

and confidence.

Skills: to develop 

interpersonal skills, to 

develop resilience and 

confidence both inside 

and outside of school

Links to guidance:

Mental well being

Aim: to have an 

awareness that there is 

danger, to have an 

awareness that not all 

adults are ‘safe’, to 

explore online dangers 

.

Skills: To identify when 

they need help, to 

know who to go to in 

the community if they 

need help, to identify 

dangerous situation, to 

know how to keep 

themselves safe.

Links to guidance:

Online relationships

Online media

Being safe

Internet safety and 

harms

Drugs, alcohol & 

tobacco

Basic first aid
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Content of RSE at Beacon Hill 
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Self Awareness

My Body

Relationships

Wellbeing

Keeping Safe

Self Awareness -

Involving students in all 

aspects of personal care

Self awareness through

Rebound Therapy, 

Hydrotherapy 

TACPAC, Massage 

Reflexology 

Physio programs, Yoga 

‘Looking Good Club’ 

Holistic use of mirrors

Using mirrors during activities 

– rebound

Swimming – hydro

Class based

Dinner times

Mirrors in personal care - self 

image

Topic base

Story and songs

Dialogue of labelling in 

commentary 

Involvement of students in 

personal care using body 

terminology such as ‘lifting 

an arm while a jacket is 

being put on and explaining 

what is going to happen

Personal care bags

Body awareness through 

rebound therapy, 

hydrotherapy, TACPAC, 

massage, reflexology, physio 

programmes, yoga

Body changes and puberty 

Public and private Need to 

work closely with parents/ 

carers regarding this 

home (parent involvement)

Masturbation/ sensory 

seeking – home v school

Labelling - Private  parts 

same throughout school 

‘Appropriate & 

Inappropriate Touch’ 

Sensory Stories, Social 

Stories, Intensive 

Interaction 

Yoga; Modelling 

Friendships & Boundaries’ 

Role modelling with peers 

and adults 

Free play modelling 

Peer Intensive Interaction 

Staff Intensive Interaction 

Links with mainstream

Trailblazer projects

Small group sessions/one to 

one sessions

Stories – different 

relationships and diversity 

Friendships & Boundaries’ 

Role modelling with peers 

and adults 

Free play modelling

Peer Intensive Interaction 

Staff Intensive Interaction 

Links with mainstream

Trailblazer projects

Small group sessions/one 

to one sessions

Music Therapy 

Additional therapies

Choice making in 

personal care

Safety in personal care 

routines (shutting and 

locking door)

Habilitation

Saying “no” in activities 

and being listened to

Social stories

Public and private

Enforcing boundaries

Visiting public places 

including accessible 

toilets

Spoken Dialogue of 

safety

The drama circle 
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What does SMSC mean  at Beacon Hill
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Spiritual Moral Social Cultural

Exploring beliefs - sensory 

celebrations linked to faiths

Feelings and values – circle 

time, sharing, developing 

awareness of self and others. 

Listening skills

Learning about oneself and 

others – TACPAC, sensory 

massage, communication 

groups, body awareness

Learning about the 

surrounding world –

community access, linked 

learning with other classes 

and mainstream peers

Using imagination and 

creativity – music, art, drama

Developing curiosity in 

sensory exploration

Learning what is right and 

wrong – following instructions 

and rules in different 

contexts

Learning safe routines

Using now and next boards

Guided play sessions

Understanding consequence –

use of individual 

communication and positive 

support plans

Team games and shared 

activities. Making decisions 

Investigating moral and 

ethical issues - making 

choices, being involved in 

making decisions about 

things in their lives

Helping each other

Looking after and respecting 

school environment

Using social skills in the local 

community

Meeting new people in 

different settings

Links to mainstream schools

Volunteering projects

Social communication 

groups

Teamwork

Exploring the world of work 

adult transition links

Explore cultural influences 

– local links

Trailblazers programme

Taking part in cultural 

opportunities – community 

projects

Respect and celebrate 

diversity – celebration 

assemblies

Sporting links

School council

MfL week
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What are British values at Beacon Hill
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Democracy Individual liberty Mutual respect Rules
Culture and 

diversity

School council 

Pupils leading 

guided tours

Pupil voice work 

from SLT team –

proposed research

Pupil contributions 

to person centred 

reviews

Choosing leader 

award

Making choices –

personalised 

curriculum

Focus on 

independence 

Lunchtime clubs

Secondary options 

groups

Transition links days

Celebration 

assemblies

Social stories 

sessions

Jack Petchey 

awards

Student of the week

Asdan New Horizons 

prog KS3

SCIP – positive 

behaviour support 

ethos embedded 

across school

Use of now and 

next boards

Focused play 

sessions

Team games

MFL week 

including 

Activities to 

reflect pupils own 

cultures

Assemblies and 

class celebrations

Linked topics

Trailblazer 

projects

Students 

representing each 

others voices
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